
Good Morning Year 6 and Happy Monday!

I hope you all had a good weekend and are looking forward to another week of home-learning!

I am sure you are also keeping up with lots of reading – I saw 
this picture and thought it summed up our current situation! 

You were great at letting me know what you were doing last week 
– lots of playing outside, planting, art work, exercise, watching 
live streams from zoos, music practice and lessons, jigsaws, 
board games and Lego. You are obviously making the most of  a 
wide range of activities to keep you busy. It’s great to hear from 
you so please keep in touch. 

As usual, answers first (from Friday) and then, Maths and 
English.

Keep well and safe, 
Mrs Starbuck  



Challenge



Maths Answers 
Friday 27th



English answers might include some of the following:

Figurative language: 
Personification: Palm trees wave goodbye
Metaphor /idiom (as a common phrase to describe something) doors opening and closing
Metaphor Sea’s wheel / grandmother’s words your shining beacon/ the kite of your dreams
Repetition: Prepositional phrase Behind you, above you, around you, beside you – reinforces the island 
‘holding’ the child in every way/ their whole world 
Repetition of ‘walk good’ ‘walking good’ might be what the child remembers of his grandmother’s advice 
Rhetorical question: Will things turn out right? 
This is the only punctuation so it makes the question stand out 

The short stanzas follow a pattern of 3 lines then two stanzas with two lines which splits the poem 
between when the 
child is on the island to travelling away 

Pace of the poem is quite slow and thoughtful which makes it quite sad



Quick maths



Complete one or more of 
The challenges

We will move onto something
else tomorrow so let me 
know how confident you 
Feel finding the area of 
triangles and parallelograms   



Use at least three features from the Writing Checklist. List them in the margin and then highlight/underline 
them with a coloured pencil/fineliner so that I can see where you have used them

Either use the story starter idea or one of your own



Choose one SPaG mat to complete







Spellings


